INTRODUCTION:-
Basavarajiyam is a famous Ayurvedic book of Andhra Pradesh Written by Basavaraju who is the son of Namashivaya and the disciple of Ramadesika. This is the recent (19 th century) Important treatise in Ayurvedic field. By referring various Indian and foreign available palm leaf manuscripts of Basavarajiyam, Late Shree puvvada surya Narayan Rao had translated this Basavarajiyam in Telugu language. First time this book has been published by A.B.S. publication of Raja mandri A.P. In Basavarajiyam , the author mentioned that e has referred man books like Charak, Susut, Vagbhat, Bhairava Kalpa, Aswiniyam, Brahma Garudeum, Siddavidya…etc. He has collected man Slokas from those ancient books and quoted in various chikitsas in a beautiful manner along with his own views. It is an interesting and important topic because by pariksha not only the diagnosis of the disease but the prognosis, sevearity of the disease, doshik involvement can also be distinguished. Arishta-lakshanas can also be estimated. In this paper various types of Mutra parikshas, Mutra pariksha vidhi, and their role in various aspects of the disease are described .
MUTRA

PARIKSHA VIDI AND PROGNOSIS OF THE DISEASE:-
The intelligent Physician who wants to examine the urine of the patient should collect the urine of the patient in the early morning. The collection of urine should be in a clean unailyt earthern pot. In another reference same process has been said and it has also been said that the urine should be just under 'Suryatopa'. In the process of urine examination on drop of tile tail is dorped at the centre and its spreading should be examined. In a gross was if it stays at the centre without spreading then the disease can be decided wither kashtasadhya or Asadhya. If I spreads to the periphery then the disease can be taken sadhya. By the shape of the spreading of this drop of oil various other factors can also be decided, If spreads in the shape of fish eliphent building chatra toran, vimjamar, parvat, Oshtra etc., then the disease is definitely curable. If it spreads in the shape of valli mridang, manuj, Bhand, charka& mriga, when the disease is difficult curable.
MUTRA PARIKSHA AND ITS ROLE IN THE DIGNOSIS OF THE DISEASE:-
In a white glass vessel the urine should be collected and with a grass piece a drop of oil should be dropped. If the oil spreads in mandalakriti, then the disease can be diagnosed as vatadoshaj, if it spreads in Budbudakar, then it can be diagnosed as Pittadoshaj. If it spreads in t shape of small 'Bindus' then the disease is of Kapha origin.
If it submerge then the disease can be considered as of Tradeshow. If the lower portion of the urine in the vessel is in Raktavarna then the disease can be taken as Atisara. If the urine is with Ghritakanas or appearing like that can be taken as 'Jalodara' urine. If the urine is 'Vasatulya' then the disease is "Amavata'. If the urine is in 'Kumkuma pinja varna' then the disease is vatajwara. It has also been said the at in this vatajwara the urine will be along with mal & with yellowish tinge. If the urine resembles 'Kupa jala' then samadhatu stiti can be estimated. Yellowish urination denotes pittajwara and Krishna varna urine denotes Kshaya rog. If the urine, which has been kept in a vessel, has yellowish colour on upper part and reddish colour in the lower part then it can be taken as Pittaprakriti sambhuta sannipataja urine. If the urine resembles lkshuras and eyes are in pinjira varna then it can be taken as Rasadikya vyadhi and the patient is indicated for langhan. If the urine is yellowish and the quantity of urine is also high then it can be considered as Amavataja urine. If the urine is n pure blood colour (or) in Dhumra varna then that urine can be taken as jwaradikya person's urine. If the urine is in pure Krishna varna hen it can be considered as sannipata jwara patient's urine.
It has been said that the sleshma rogi's urine will be whitish, cool, pittaja rogi's urine will be phena budbudayat or in Rakta varna, Kamala rogi's urine will be in pita varna. Vata rogi's urine may be either ghritodhak (or) in panduvarna and in Dvandaja doshas the combination of those individual charachteristic features of doshaj urine can be seen.
The urine which is just like Raktha dhara indicates Dirga rog and Krishna varna of the urine can be taken as Arishta lakshan. Souvira tulya, matulhnga tulya (or) Taila tulya mutra indicates nitya & sahaja pittaja vyadhi.
In another reference it has been said that Atiraktaja urine indicates meha rog, Haridhra varna urine indicates Jwara. If in this jwara (or) Meha rog the patient gets Bahu mutrata then it indicates Arishta Lakshana. Even if the patient gets urine resembling tail madhu & Madhyam then he is going to die within a sort period.
CONCLUSION:-
Now a days in 21
st century, after the advancement of many branches of Medical science " Urine examination has been taken as a basic element in the field of diagnosis of the disease". But from ancient periods this urine examination has been done in a scientific way not only for t diagnosis but also.
even the prognosis and Arishta lakshanas can also be estimated by this Mutra pariksha' as been mentioned but the lack is further research and proper implementation. I suppose in future this can be done by the scholars for the benefit of mankind.
